CCM has become an All-Steinway School through the kindness of its donors. A generous gift by Patricia A. Corbett in her estate plan has played a key role in making this a reality.
Suite Persane (1900)  André Caplet (1878-1925)
I. Sharki
II. Mhavvend
III. Iskia Samaisi

Dr. Glenn Price, conductor

Khwaja Mere Khwaja  A.R. Rahman (1967)

Brian Diller, conductor

I. Fortune plango vulnera
II. In trutina  arr. Friedrich K. Wanek
III. Tanz
IV. Amor volat undique
V. In taberna

Jon Noworyta, conductor


Charles S. White, conductor

Chamber Winds
Glenn D. Price, director

Flute  Bassoon
Chia-Chen Feng  Stefan Lang
Jennifer Gosack  Mark Lefever
You Yang  
Ji-Yun Yi  

Oboe  Horn
Chelsea Cox  Andrew Davis
Emily Damelio  Charlotte O’Connor
Sarah Loos  Yu-Cheng Wang
Jessica Smithorn  Matthew Wright

Clarinet  Graduate Associates
Gavin Arnold  Brian Diller
Hayden Forsythe  Carol Joe (librarian)
Veronica Gerhardt  Ron Rivero
Tim Yung  Charles S. White

The CCM Chamber Winds are listed alphabetically to acknowledge each player’s contribution.